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ABSTRACT- As the clock frequency of digital systems gws higher up to multi-GHtq it is gettiog more 
important to distribute the clock signal to each destination with minimum timing jitter as not to exceed 
the timing margin of the system. For the lossy ebaracteristic of ou-chip Interconnection lines, repeaters are 
indispensable to distribute the clock signal ou a chip and the uumber of repeaters Is increasing as clock 
frequency goes up for reliable signal quality. However, these kinds of repeaters can cause timing jitter on 
the clock signal when they are affected by power supply nolse which is usually generated by Logic core 
operation. This paper shows a possible solution for the problem, that is, chippackage hybrid 
interconneetion by whlch some repeaters are no longer necessary aud veri5es that the hybrid 
interconnection reduces clock jitter dramatically through implementation and measoremeut. 

1. Introduction 
In recent high speed digital systems, providing a reliable clock signal which has low jitter, skew and delay 

is one of the most important design factors to med the system timing budget. %ere are many noise sources 
getting in the way of this. One of them is clock generation circuits such as PLL(phasc Locked Loop) or 
DLL(De1ay Locked Loop). Since they have VCO(Vo1tage Controlled Oscillator) or VCDL(Vo1tage Conhulled 
Delay Line) which is highly sensitive to power supply noise, the clock signal has some amount of jitter even 
right afkr being generated. Anotber noise source is clock distribution path. Even though the clock generation 
circuit provides low jirter clock signal there will be additional jitter, skew and delay while the clock signal 
travels over the distribution palb. More ofkn than not, a well designed clock generation circuit loses its benefits 
when it is linked to a distribution path because the path can cause delay, skew, and more jitter than the generation 
circuit 

In general, to distribute a clock signal on a chip, there are repeaters to compensate interconnection loss. 
As clock kquency increases, so does the number of repeaters and jitter and delay would increase almost 
proportional to the number of repsatem. Clock jitter caused by repeaters can be reduced if the powa supply for 
the repeaters is isolated f" the power supply for logic core. However, the clock signal should drive multiple 
loads located on a whole chip and usually they are not localized Therefore, it is impractical to isolate the power 
supply for repeaters h n  the power supply for the logic core. 

This paper shows how a chip-package hybrid interconnection distributes a clock signal with low jitter and 
delay independent of power supply noise. Figure 1 shows the conceptual diagram of the chip-package hybrid 
clock distribution. Compared to an on-chip clock distribution shown in figure l(a), the chippackage hybrid 
clock dishiiution does not need repeaten any more as shown in figure l@). There are already previous works 
for analysis of a chippackage hybrid interconnection [1],[2]. However, this paper shows a new characteristic of 
the chip-package hybrid interconnection that has low jitter chatacteristics including delay reduction 
characteristics. 

1L Simulation Model and Results 
Bypassing a clock distribution path f k m  on-chip to a package layer has two important implications. Fht, 
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the clock signal becomes f@x h m  on-chip power supply noise. This is the result of removing repeaters that are 
highly sensitive to powex supply noise using lossless package layer interconnection instead of lossy on-chip 
imwronneEti011. Sccond'the clock signal has some additional parasitic inductance and capacitance such as pads, 
bonding wires, and ESD c a k y  to connect chip and package intermnnections. The former is de f~ te ly  a 
positive hcbx in reducing jitter. However, the latter would mean new noise sources to hut  the signal quality. 

(a) Conventional on-chip clock distribution (b) Chip-package hybrid clock distribution 
Fig. 1. Conceptoal Diagram of Chip-Package Hybrid Clock Distribution 

Figure 2 shows simulation model and results of new noise source effects on the clock signal quality. As 
shown in this figure, inhctance variation has little effect on the signal quality and capacitance variation is 
relatively dominant. brconnection impedance should be matched with clock driver impedance as shown in 
figure 2(d). These results are valid when a clock driver gives such a small slew rate that the package layer 
interconnection can be modeled using lumped capacitance. In the other case, the package layer interconnection 
should be tzeated as a full transmission line and the impedance mismatch problem should be solved using 
another matching technique [3]. However, the above assumption has been applied to this simulation model. 

B* -- 

(a) Simulation Model (b) Inductance variation (c) ESD variation (d) Impedance variation 
Fig. 2. Simnlatlon Model and Parasitic Variation Effects 

Figure 3 show the results of applying the chip-package hybrid interconnection for clock distribution. 
First, figure 3(a) shows clock jitter and the waveform characteristic. From a timing perspective, clock jitter has 
been reduced by 78% using the chip-package hybrid clock distribution. This is the result of removing 10 
repeaters in the clock distribution path. From a noise perspective, there is no additional loss of signal caused by 
new noise sources mentioned above. Second, figure 3@) shows the clock delay characteristic. As shown in this 
simulation result, clock delay has been reduced by 62% compared to on-chip clock dismiution. This is also the 
result of bypassing 10 repeaters and using lossless interconnection. All of these results have been obtained under 
2.5V power supply and a 24OmV power supply noise environment. 
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(a) Clock jitter comparison (b) Clock delay comparison 
Fig. 3. Comparison of Clock Jitter and Delay through Simulation 

W. Experimental Vetifcation and Measurement Results 
For verification of the simulation results, test chip and package have been implemented as shown in figure 

4. The test chip which is 4mm x 4mm in size has been fabricated using a 0 . 3 5 ~  CMOS process. The chip is 
divided into two independent blocks. The left block is for conventional on-chip clock distribution and the right 
block is for chip-package hybrid clock distribution as shown in figure 4(a). In the case of on-chip clock 
distribution, the clock signal m 17mm with 12 repeaters and drives 16 loads. In the case of the chip-package 
hybrid clock distribution, 12mm of the 17mm line is routed off-chip througb the package layer. The package is 
23mm x 23mm in size, consisting of 208 balls, and a four layer stack up with the clock signal routed on the frst 
layer as shown in figure 4 (b). Figure qc)  shows the test PCB for measurement which has noise control signals. 

fa) Clock distribution  hi^ fbl Clock distribution oackaee (c) Test PCB fa) Clock distribution  hi^ fbl Clock distribution oackaee (c) Test PCB 
. I  . I  . L  

Fig. 4. Test Chip, Package, and PCB for Hybrid Clock Distribution 

Figure 5 shows measurement results. As shown in figure S(a), a 500MHz dock Signal in the chip-package 
hybrid clock distribution has 66ps peak to peak jitter-and lops RMS jitter from 1270 samples. On the other hand, 
the same clock signal in the on-cbip clock distribution has 29Ops peak to peak jitter and 5Ops RMS jitter as 
shown in figure 5@). Moreover, the chip-package hybrid clock distribution transmits the signal 1.4ns faster than 
the on-chip clock distribution as shown in figure 5(c) and (d). All these results show that the chip-package hybrid 
clock distribution can provide lower jitter and smaller delay in the clock signal than conventional on-chip clock 
distribution. 
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(a) Jitter tion (b)Jitter nnection 

(c) Delay measurement for hybrid interconnection (d) Delay measurement for on-chip interconnection 
Fig. 5. Experimental Resnlts for 500MHz Clock Distribution 

1v. Conclusion 
In this paper, a chip-package hybrid interconnection has been applied to distribute a clock signal with low 

jitter and small delay and has been implemented successfully. The measurement data show that a 500MHz clock 
signal has 66ps peak-tc-peak jitter and 1.4711s delay to drive 16 loads 17mm apart from driver under a 24OmV 
power supply noise environment On the other band, conventional omchip clock distribution has 290ps peak to 
peak jitter and 2.8511s delay under the same environment The main cause of jitter and delay reduction is 
bypassing a number of repeaters which are indispensable to the on-cbip clock distriiution. As a result of 
bypassing repters, the clock signal can be free from onship power supply noise and has low jitter and small 
delay. 
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